Observance of Architectural Principles in Hospital Construction; A Step Towards Energy Consumption Optimization
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Dear Editor,

The prevention of energy loss has been considered one of the most significant issues addressed by industrial, developed countries in recent decades. Improving energy efficiency in the construction sector is a practical, established action taken to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and energy costs. Simple, practical, accessible, and economical strategies can be used to reduce energy consumption, and optimization solutions can help decrease mechanical system demands and improve quality, thus increasing the efficiency of a building. Moreover, the utilization of architectural design and urban development methods to save on fuel and energy consumption in buildings is essential at national and international levels. Architecturally, the design of health centers is more important than that of all other spaces. Focusing on energy consumption management and control in such spaces is of much importance given their high energy consumption and the large amounts of pollutants they generate. As the building designer, the architect can affect, to a great extent, optimum energy consumption and energy loss reduction.

The first factor that must be considered is the use of passive methods to reduce energy consumption; in other words, the use of passive architectural design for a building. These methods are addressed in the pre-design phase of architecture and include the accurate and proper identification of climatic profiles of the area and, consequently, the use of environmentally-friendly architectural designs; building geometry or volume, particularly the architectural plan organization; and building orientation relative to the geographic north. These factors can play a significant role in reducing energy consumption. For example, solar and wind energies can be absorbed and preserved for heating and cooling purposes using passive architectural design system, such that the need for auxiliary facilities is minimized.

In the design phase, exploiting creative solutions in constructing hospitals in line with static performance is an important step that can be taken toward reducing and controlling energy consumption. At this stage, special attention must be given to sustainable architecture as a subset of sustainable design. The purpose of such design is to minimize energy resources consumption while simultaneously reducing environmental damages. It is highly important that the construction of hospitals be based on principles such as intelligent building design, green hospital, and thermal insulation and on modeling programs of building energy, energy management, and energy audit.

Thus, given the effect of hospital architecture design on energy consumption and costs, and given the lack of studies conducted in this regard, it is suggested that academic communities and health and engineering policymakers take a more serious look at this problem. Conducting interventional studies, investigating the effect of using different methods on reducing energy consumption, and choosing economical practices are necessary.
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